Supplementary Material

Chemical Structures Mentioned in the Article.
Chemical Structures
(Cefuroxime) (Tebipenem) (Biapenem) (9,10-dihydroxy-5,7-dimethoxy-3-methyl-1H-naphtho[2,3-c]pyr an-1-one)
(5-methoxy-3,4-dehydroxanthome gnin) Table S1 . Score values for the top 10 docking poses for the inhibitor cefuroxime in the active site during the redocking process.
Docking Validation
Docking Calculations for the Active Site
Pose Score (S)* RMSD** RMSD refine¤ E conf § E placeø E score1Φ E refineφ E score2ω * -the final score; ** -the root mean square deviation of the pose, in Å, from the original ligand. ¤ -the root mean square deviation between the pose before refinement and the pose after refinement; § -the energy of the conformer; ø -the score from the placement stage; Φ,ω -represents the score from rescoring stages 1 and 2; φ -describes the score from the refinement stage (sum of the van der Waals electrostatics and solvation energies). * -the final score; ¤ -the root mean square deviation between the pose before refinement and the pose after refinement; § -the energy of the conformer; ø -the score from the placement stage; Φ,ω -represents the score from rescoring stages 1 and 2; φ -describes the score from the refinement stage (sum of the van der Waals electrostatics and solvation energies). * -the final score; ¤ -the root mean square deviation between the pose before refinement and the pose after refinement; § -the energy of the conformer; ø -the score from the placement stage; Φ,ω -represents the score from rescoring stages 1 and 2; φ -describes the score from the refinement stage (sum of the van der Waals electrostatics and solvation energies). Table S4 . Score values for the top 10 docking poses for the inhibitor cefuroxime in the allosteric site during the redocking process.
Docking Calculations for the Allosteric Site
Pose Score (S)* RMSD** RMSD refine¤ E conf § E placeø E score1Φ E refineφ E score2ω * -the final score; ** -the root mean square deviation of the pose, in Å, from the original ligand. ¤ -the root mean square deviation between the pose before refinement and the pose after refinement; § -the energy of the conformer; ø -the score from the placement stage; Φ,ω -represents the score from rescoring stages 1 and 2; φ -describes the score from the refinement stage (sum of the van der Waals electrostatics and solvation energies). * -the final score; ¤ -the root mean square deviation between the pose before refinement and the pose after refinement; § -the energy of the conformer; ø -the score from the placement stage; Φ,ω -represents the score from rescoring stages 1 and 2; φ -describes the score from the refinement stage (sum of the van der Waals electrostatics and solvation energies). * -the final score; ¤ -the root mean square deviation between the pose before refinement and the pose after refinement; § -the energy of the conformer; ø -the score from the placement stage; Φ,ω -represents the score from rescoring stages 1 and 2; φ -describes the score from the refinement stage (sum of the van der Waals electrostatics and solvation energies).
